T.N.E. Announces New War Time Plans
Snyder, Boyce, Smith
To Head Executive Comm.

The T.N.E. Executive Committee, which was reorganized at the beginning of the present term, has announced the appointment of the following new officers for the term:

S. R. Snyder, B.S., '44, Great Indian Plains, and a financial report of the 1942-43 year, and a discussion of the plan to eliminate the financial requirements of the members of the society.

The meeting will be held in the T.C.A. Room, Science Hall, at 4:30 P.M. on Wednesday, May 31.

Dr. J. F. K. Wilson, President of the University, will preside.

Priorities For Materials
To Build New Cafeteria
Received From W.P.B.

Official Notice

The Approved List of Student Turtles in first and second-year subjects is now being compiled for the 1943-44 academic year. Application forms will be filled out at the Office of the Dean of Students, Room 3-138, within the next two weeks.

Alternate A.A. Officers
Chosen
Heuschling, Keating
Hahn Will Get Posts

Frank M. Pettersen, Jr., '43, was elected alternate president of the M.I.T. Athletic Association for the year 1943-44, and B. K. Smith, '44, was elected alternate vice-president, and Raymond E. Richards, '44, was elected secretary.

The meeting was held to determine the course of the Association, and it was decided that it would continue as long as possible, but that it would be dropped when the advanced R.O.T.C. is called into the service. At that time, the present officers will retain their positions, and new ones will be elected for the coming year.

The Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity has arranged to keep active during the summer, and if possible, will remain a going organization for the summer.

The T.C.A. Registry is complete, and all necessary blanks and forms are laid out on it. It is only necessary to fill in the necessary information, and the register will be ready for use.

The building is to be located between the Burrough Field House and the Central Library.

A.P.O. Blood Drive
Ends Next Friday

New Summer Drive
Will Begin During July

The A.P.O. Blood Drive, which was sponsored by the Omega, honorary scouting fraternity, will end next week. This week, the drive will be held at the Institute, and next week, it will be held at 1000 P.M. on Friday.

The Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity has arranged to keep active during the summer, and if possible, will remain a going organization for the summer.

The T.C.A. Registry is complete, and all necessary blanks and forms are laid out on it. It is only necessary to fill in the necessary information, and the register will be ready for use.

The building is to be located between the Burrough Field House and the Central Library.

T.C.A. To Check Rooming Status

The T.C.A. Room Registry is current, and the rooming status of the Institute students now living in rooming houses is in order to get information on rooms for possible renting by other students. The rooming status is updated regularly, and all necessary information is included in the register.

The step is being taken to help improve the housing situation in the future, and the present room occupants will be moved to new rooms as soon as possible.
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WHAT TO DO?

Last night at the meeting of the Institute Committee, eight major activities submitted written reports on the state of their organizations and the prospects for the future. In most cases the activities wisely planned to restrict projected enterprises in order that their activities and capacities be not overtaxed. The Musical Clubs, for example, have decided to abolish the Classical Orchestra lest the orchestra become degenerate while still being recognized.

The first hint of a possible recourse open to other hard pressed groups was presented by the Debating Society, qualified however, possess the true competitive handicap may be placed upon them. This is not a prize-giving affair; it will be strictly professional gambling. The use of bull frogs as prompters will be held during intermission to the entertainment. Frog racing offers greater risks and equally greater excitement than the long shot. This is not a prize-giving affair; it will be strictly professional gambling. The use of bull frogs as prompters will be held during intermission to the entertainment. Frog racing offers greater risks and equally greater excitement than the long shot.

In Big Frog Race

To Be Favorite

Flat-footed Fudge To Be Favorite In Big Frog Race
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fare-way-hill students at Institute life will be held during intermission to the entertainment. The fraternity house, flat-footed frog, descendant of the original Daniel Webster of Calaveras County, is expected to be the favorite, running at odds of twenty-to-one. The dark frog candidate, whose location is still secret, is well-to-do and cannot be perked up to the long shot. This is not a prize-giving affair; it will be strictly professional gambling.
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Meny, Wareham Will Compete In L.C.A. Games

Beaver Captain To Enter 220 And 440 Yard Events At N. Y.

Although originally planning to compete two events in the L.C.A. games in New York City next week, track men, announced last week, that neither event will be competed. Bob Bryan, stelllar Beaver distance runner, has decided to make the trip because of a bad throat. Also at stake for Meny and Dick Wareham, hammer throw specialist, will compete in the games, however.

The Beaver hammer thrower, Capt. Harold Knapp, will set a world's record in getting fifth in the mile and two mile events Warren Spear and Sam Parkinson and Hal Boerlck, of the Beaver squad came in second in both the 220 yard dash and the 440 but was edged out in a photo finish by Jim Cole of the Rams. Art Meny led the field in the 880 yard run while Jim Artley and Dick Wareham got third places in the 80 yard run with the time of 157.4. Theiscus record when he took third. He also led the field in the 4 mile event as the seniors in that event are urged to attend this dinner since it will be a farewell dinner for the present members of the Beaver team.

Track Sailors Are National Champs

Mors Trophy Returns After Three Attempts

Sam Parkinson and Hal Boerlck, ace skippers of the Naval Academy, brought home the Henry Mors trophy and the Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association National championships last weekend, when they defeated their arch rivals from up the river and a field of seven other schools in one of the closest competition in years. Both Boerlck and Parkinson took five first places with the former copping high scoring honors with 31 points.

The standings of the school were: Tech, 135; Harvard, 148; Brown, 125; Coast Guard, 118; Northeastern, 105; Villanova, 99; Stevens Institute, 60; and Haverford, 62.

Crew Gets Second As Navy Triumphs In Annapolis Test

Princeton, Penn And Columbia Trail Tech In Race On Severn

Rowing in extremely rough waters, the Tech sailors last Saturday took a close second in their final race of the season, which they thrilled Navy, considered by many to be the best crew in the east, by a length. Princeton took third followed by Pennsylvania and Columbia in that order, in the race which was held on the Severn River at Annapolis, Md. The trophy was the Collins Cup for which only Princeton, Pennsylvania and Columbia were eligible.

After getting off to a poor start the Beavers had added trouble when one of their tiller lines broke making steering impossible. Coming up fast they were able to come within a length of Navy before the course ran out. The waves were so high that several times the outriggers which supported the oars went under. Navy made a clean sweep of the day as their other boats won every race, the plates defeating the Beaver boat from the length, with the Penn first year men following at a length.

The times for the mile and three quarters courses were: Navy 5:41.2, Tech, 5:47.2, Princeton, 5:53.3, Pennsylvania, 5:54.5; Columbia, 6:02.

On the same day, on the Charles River, over the Henley distance the Beaver 106's dropped a race to Navy, but they thumped the Marylanders by lengths to wind up their season.

The GRILL DINER 435 Main St.

TRY OUR "NEW SUPER SPECIALS"

Our heartwarming fare will not be boasted. Our luscious pastries will soon stand out as they were created. For better food and better values, eat at the Grill Diner.

Open 24 Hours a Day

S.A.E. Wins Beaver Key Cinder Meet On Briggs

Sigma Alpha Epsilon won out by a wide margin in the annual Beaver Key track meet held last Sunday on Briggs Field. The fight for second was practically a battle between Jack Ross of D.C. and Ray Sprayer of the Psi Gamma. The final tabulations were: S.A.E. 41, Phi Gamma Delta 25, Delta Upsilon 26,16, D.K.R. 13, Phi Delta Theta 11.

THE CAP THAT'S
Unofficially "Official"

WITH ARMY OFFICERS

The FUCHER is a Bancroft exclusive, originally designed for Army Air Corps officers who favored its easy roll and drop, its lightness of weight and comfortable "corseted" view... every officer in other branches saw it, liked it and quickly adapted it as that it is now one of the most popular caps in the service.
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"THANK YOU, SIR. I'VE GOT A REAL THIRST"

"Remember reading that in your newspaper? That's a real story from the South Pacific. When it's dry out there, they're paid for refreshment, that's the job for ice-cold Coca-Cola. Gosh right when it comes from and refreshment comes to take its place. That's why nothing takes the place of ice-cold Coca-Cola. It has a taste and refreshing qualities all its own."

"To the men at the front...
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The steadily growing popularity of Chesterfields is a sure sign that they make good their pledge to give you the things that count most in a cigarette.

Smokers know they can depend on Chesterfield's Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos to give them a Milder, Better Taste. They're true to their pledge...THEY SATISFY.